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ings of similar words, sentence construction, synonyms and antonyms
get covered in this section. The performance in this section can improve
once the candidate starts learning more
words and their usage in different contexts.
GENERAL AWARENESS: ‘‘What
does ATM stand for?” was an actual
question for Bank PO exam in 2000.
While such a question will be classified as too easy in today’s context, a

questions in this section. Knowledge of
programming languages is not required
to crack this section.
Candidates need to keep in mind
that the competition for this examination is well and truly national. So do
ensure that your preparation is benchmarked at this level. You will need to
take several model examinations that
are actually “online” — just like the
actual CWE conducted by the Institute
of Banking Personnel Selection. Join-

question like “What is meant by White
Label ATMs,” can be asked in the context of several banks using the services
of white label ATMs. Trying to learn
everything without having a focus can
be counter-productive. Candidates
need to train on the essentials — those
test areas which are current, within the
context and therefore have a high likelihood of being asked. Careful selection
of the reading material is important to
avoid spreading yourself too thin.
COMPUTER AWARENESS: The objective of this section is to ensure that
the candidates perform comfortably
in a completely computerised banking environment. Terminology related
to computers, latest technology and
banking software can form part of the

ing a group of equally-motivated students for preparation is a good strategy.
At the end of all the model examinations, get into the habit of reviewing
your performance. Do not wait for your
preparation to be complete before starting to take the model exams. Even the
best-prepared student feels more could
have been done, days before the actual
examination.
Take a sufficient number of model
examinations, sectional tests on areas
described above, read up on current affairs and banking related current affairs
and general knowledge from a trusted
source and you will be well on your
way to performing well in this exam.
Remember, this exam can open doors
to an exciting career for you.

sought after by Indian students in Germany. Franziska Lindhout, director of
the DAAD Information Centre in Chennai, said Germany encourages Indian
students to sign up for masters and research in engineering as not many natives show an interest in the discipline.
“It’s least taken up by those in Germany
and the country needs students in these
areas, so Germany is interested in cooperation with Indian technical higher
educational institutions,” she said.
Lindhout said efforts were being
made to internationalise German institutions. “It’s no longer a prerequisite to
learn German to study there. We invite
Indian students to pick up the language
to help them adapt better and for jobs,
But it is not required to pursue a masters
or for the visa procedure. It is part of the
internationalisation process, and DAAD
has been pushing for it,” she said.
Germany has also made a conscious
effort to woo Indian students by sponsoring initiatives aimed at enabling
Indian students to study, carry out research and gain work experience in that
country. Since 2009, as many as 46 new
co-operation projects have been forged
between Indian and German universities. Working and research internships

and scholarships are part of the effort.
Changes in visa rules to allow Indian
students more time to look for employment has also helped increase the
number of Indian students headed to
Germany. There are not as many undergraduate students from India as those
who opt for masters or doctoral degrees
in Germany. “There are few Englishmedium UG courses to choose from in
Germany and the school finals in India
are not equivalent to that offered in Germany. But, now there are many masters
programmes offered in English,” said
Padmavathi Chandramouli, information
manager of DAAD centre.
As many as 1,324 Indian students
and 761 German students have been
part of the DAAD exchange programme.
Co-operation agreements have been
signed between German institutions
and the IITs, IIMs, the department of
science and technology and the University Grants Commission.
While the country does not offer any
scholarships for masters’ degrees, its research grants for doctoral programmes
in Germany and the bi-nationally supervised doctoral degrees are well known.
The application deadline for these
scholarships is now Oct 2 this year.

Indian students’ enrolment in Germany up 100pc
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or increasing number of Indians,
Germany is emerging a favoured
higher education destination
overseas. There has been 114pc increase in the number of Indian students
enrolling for higher education courses
there since 2008, according to the latest figures released by the regional office of the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD). Indians comprise the
second largest international student
population in Germany, second only to
China. The number of students enrolled
has increased from 3,516 in the 2008-09
academic year to 7,532 in 2012-13. US,
UK, Australia and Canada have been
the most favoured destinations for Indian students, partly due to the absence of
a language barrier. But Germany, which
has the fifth largest Indian student
population on campuses, has sought to
bridge the gap by introducing courses
in English and easing visa norms to allow students to look for jobs there after
completion of studies.
Engineering courses were the chosen
area of study for nearly half the number (close to 48pc), followed by mathematics and natural sciences (19.8pc).
IT (13pc) and law, economics and social
sciences (9.4pc ) are the other courses
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BA seat aspirants looking to
land a seat in one of the premier Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs) or other top B-schools
using Common Admission Test (CAT)
scores for admissions will have to
watch out for a different CAT this year.
The CAT 2014 will be conducted on
two days, consisting of four sessions
overall, in 99 cities comprising 354 test
sites. The exams will be held on November 16 and 22. One of the key changes
is that the duration of the examination
has been increased to 170 minutes from
140 minutes. In addition, questions
in each section — Quantitative Ability and Data Interpretation, and Verbal
Ability and Logical Reasoning — have
been increased to 50 from 30.
There are three major changes in
CAT-14: increased test duration, increased number of questions and flexibility to switch between the sessions
throughout the testing period. Apart
from these, there are quite a few test
administration changes.
Most CAT-14 test takers have not
only started their preparation a few
months ago but have also made study
plans to suit their test strategies, taking cues from the format and pattern
of the last two to three years of CAT,
which now needs re-planning. Nevertheless, students got an extra month to
practice and prepare for CAT-14 as it
is now held in mid-November instead
of mid-October. The primary objective
of increasing the test duration by 30
minutes could be to provide extended
time to students to demonstrate their

problem- solving skills. But it throws
up newer challenges to the candidate.
Now one has to endure test pressure
for 170 minutes against 140 minutes of
the last few years. Also, it is difficult to
concentrate and stay focused without
a break for such a long period of time
unless practised.
With increased number of questions, one can expect proportionally
more number of easy questions. The
test is going to be more student friendly
and students are expected to score better; yet one may not be able to obtain
the desired percentile unless one is capable of solving good number of challenging questions. It is also a measure
of one’s selection skills as one may not
be able to solve all the questions in the
test in the given time. Lack of selection
skills might lead to reduced scores by
missing scoring opportunities. This is
seen when candidates do not attempt
easy questions spread across the test.
With no clarity on distribution of questions by areas within each section, one
has to prepare equally well in each
testing area. Hence, selective preparation based on last year’s weightages allocated to areas of testing might turn
out to be disastrous.
The flexibility to switch between
the two sections is touted to allow seat
aspirants to spend more time either in
their weaker section to clear the section cut-off score or in their stronger
section to clear overall cut-off scores.
For this, time management between the
sessions and time discipline to stick to
the plan or strategy are critical.
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Around £17 billion is generated each year
by universities in UK, £10 billion of which
comes from overseas students through their
fees and expenditure. This has taken a massive hit with more Indian students heading
to Australia, Canada and Germany instead
of UK for education. Clegg who is head of
Britain’s Liberal Democrats since 2007 added that 84pc of student applications from India have a favourable response while 90pc
of overall Indian applications get a visa.
“I will try and dispel any misgivings
that Indian students have. One of the myths
is that that somehow we have stopped any
ability to work after you’ve graduated in the
UK. That’s actually not the case. What we

UK to ease rules for Indian students

ritain may soon review its immigration policy that has hindered thousands of Indian students from heading to its world renowned universities.
King maker and deputy Prime Minister
of Britain Nick Clegg will push the government to review its visa policy, if his India
visit later this month convinces him that the
“reservation of Indian students are genuine”.
Clegg, who will lead the largest British
trade delegation to Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore after the formation of the new Indian
government, saidthat at he would be visiting
Delhi University and meeting students “to
understand first-hand the reservations they
have over Britain’s new student visa policy”.
He said: “During my trip to India later
this month, I will meet Indian students to
discuss and hear for myself their reservations against the visa policy. I will not hesitate to initiate a review of the policy and
bring in further changes if need be. Education is a top priority sector during my visit
to India. My delegation will include a large
contingent from the education sector.”
Britain has seen a massive 25pc drop
in the number of Indian students coming
to study in its universities. Latest migration
figures show that the number of Indian students dropped from 17,271 to 13,608 in one
year at the end of Dec 2013 with 63pc of
Indian students who are already here saying
UK was “not welcoming”.

have said is as long as you earn a certain
graduate salary, a certain minimum; you are
welcome to work here after graduating.
In fact, students earning over the required
salary can work for three years after graduating with the option of working a further
three years. That’s considerably longer actually than the previous post-graduate work
rules.
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ank jobs are much sought-after
due to their high salary, numerous holidays, perks and pension.
Also, chances of promotion are more
due to the expansion in banking activities.
The exam for recruitment of probation officers and management trainee
positions in banks is around the corner.
The ensuing Common Written Examination (CWE) for selection of probation officers and management trainees in b anks provides a wonderful
opportunity for candidates to secure
a promising career in the banking and
financial services industry. The online
examination will be held in October (11
and 12, 18 and 19) and two in November ( 1 and 2) and on additional dates
if required. Lets look at the test areas
of this immensely popular examination
and the preparation methodology.
Reasoning and quantitative ability
sections carry 50 marks each. The sections on English language and general
awareness, with specific reference to
the banking industry, carry 40 marks
each. The test area on computer awareness carries 20 marks. The duration of
the examination is two hours.
REASONING: Questions on topics
such as blood relations, syllogisms, arrangement as per specified parameters
usually appear in this section. The test
area checks ability to “Reason or Think
Logically,” practising with different
patterns of questions can help.
QUANTITATIVE ABILITY: True,
candidates are worried about their performance in this area which is referred
to as “Mathematics”. While maths is the
basic discipline, the basic mathematical operators such as addition, subtraction, division and multiplication and
concepts like percentages, profit, loss,
ratio, variation and proportion rule this
section. An average student can significantly improve his/her performance in
this section by training over a two-three
month period.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE: Understanding the difference between the mean-

Who will bell the CAT?
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